
the Funkhouser Capps garden

A busy mother, performer, and owner of Kudzu Brands,

gardening offers Murphy a grounding during rare time off.

“The view from the garden is the mountains over Lake

Tomahawk. It is wonderful to go out in the morning and

see the contrast of the shade plants against the fog rolling

over the peaks. I like to say I have learned a lot about life

through gardening…patience….trusting my intuition and

knowing how to see the big picture.”

the Funkhouser Capps garden
Like many of the other gardens on our tour this year, Murphy’s

garden is new; only three years in its evolution. However, unlike

the new construction of our other gardens, her lot was established

but neglected. Located on Lake Tomahawk across from the pool,

this small lot packs a punch of shade filled color. From the

cascading roses along the fence to the giant pops of color from

lilies, Murphy has crested a learning curve to develop an oasis of

calm.

“We had a very unattractive front yard that was mainly dead grass and clay. One day, I just couldn’t

take it anymore. I went outside with a pick axe and started breaking up the soil. I didn’t know anything

about gardening and made lots of mistakes. My first year, I planted zinnias in the shade!”

During the pick axe phase she had to work to compensate

for a large swath of soil that was stripped of nutrients from

years of rain wash. “I added a large gravel path down the

center. Then, throughout quarantine, I have added

multiple walking paths which now connect the garden

completely.”

Her planting focus is on the perimeter of the central path,

where soil amendment is necessary and only dappled sun

comes through the substantial tree cover. She has also put

positive effort into the plantings outside her fenced rock

wall at street level where the sun is more plentiful. When it 
rains, run off from the yard proper flows across the rock wall to irrigate the plants at street level.

Creative touches abound throughout the garden with art, seating, and a huge stump creating an anchor

for lush plantings. But to Murphy, the highlights of the garden are a beautiful weeping cherry tree and a

stunning weeping redbud, as well as textures and colors and varieties of shade plants.


